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Stramonium 

A poison/hallucinogen Thorn 
Apple 

Datura 
Appearance:   grows near roadsides, refuse dumps, 

cemeteries 
seed pod looks like a spiky hedgehog 
black seeds explode: awful odour. 

Used as a remedy for FEAR, TERROR, VIOLENCE (fear 
of), ISOLATION 

Strain's can be violent, destructive, go crazy & attack 
people (end stage) They can 

attract violence to them. There are four 
stages of stramonium: 

(1st) 
Can have a fascination with violence and war 

Vietnam veterans, going wild in the 
woods of Oregon

 

Post -traumatic stress 
Children in fear of abuse (mental, physical) 

Victims. 

**Dread of Darkness**                   cfPhos 
**Desires the light ___________________

 

.'. S.A.D. - Seasonal Affective Disorder (also Aurum) 

**Desire for Company** - fear of being alone. 
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Stramonium 
Stramonium can often be mistaken for Pulsatilla. 

Rubric: Abandonment 
STRAM         - PULS - AURUM 

Children who wake in the middle of the night, screaming 
with fright. They might thrash around and hit parents. 

Night terrors 
Ailments from fright (trauma - e.g., seeing death) 

Sadistic parents 
History of being bullied, sexually abused 
Abandoned, feeling lonely    c/ Puts 

(e.g. children who scream when left at playgroup) 

Very timid, shy, fearful 

**DREAD OF MIRRORS** 

2nd stage: 
Guilt 
Remorse 
Religious obsession 

3rd stage: 
gets VIOLENT, HUGE RAGE 
might be AGGRESSIVE in consultation 
Delusions: visions, suicidal 

Delusion of being cut in two, split** 
Delusions of supernatural control 

S's often wear black, or white. 
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Stramonium 

Main remedy for STAMMERING 

Major remedy for CLAUSTROPHOBIA      (cf. Puls, Arg 
Nit) 

Fear of closed spaces, suffocation, tunnels

 

Main remedy for children stuck a long time in the birth 
canal (long labour) 

Fear of CEMETERIES Dreams of 
GRAVEYARDS Dreams of 
VIOLENCE, FIGHTING Fear of 
GHOSTS, SPIRITS, DEMONS Fear 
of animals: dogs 

Fear of WATER, even hearing and 
seeing water (cf. Lyssiri) 
Hydrophobia 
Terror of having hair washed 
Fear of glistening things, shiny objects 

< night, in darkness 
Often indicated if a history of LSD, cannabis, speed 

Hyperactive children 

Religious aspect:        MANIA, lots of praying 
despair of their religious salvation feel 
abandoned by God can > cults 
can think God is speaking to them  
**schizophrenia * * 
**paranoia** 
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Stramonium 
Fear of being attacked 
Fear of strangers 
Desire t» escape 

Fear of disease 
Fear of falling 
GUILT - unworthiness, denial, shame 

Eating disorders - delusion that he/she is too fat 
Delusions about body - too big, parts enlarged, bits will 
break off 

Mistakes in speaking 
Stammering: takes a long time to utter first word 

HIGH SALIVATION 
Suppressed or diminished secretions: urine, stool, menses, 

sweat (cf. Opium)  
Ailments from suppressed secretions  

Good FEVER remedy - similar to Belladonna (hot head, 
cold hands & feet) - very hot, red face, delusions, red 
rash all over body; pupils dilated. With Strom, feet 
and hands are hot. 

MENINGITIS 
Convulsions, epilepsy 

FACIAL TICS, twitches 
Jerky movements 

Parkinsonism

 

Nervous habit of a rhythmic or graceful motion with the 
body 
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Stramonium 
Spasms and convulsions from fright 

Epilepsy ?set off by bright lights - strobes 

Poor co-ordination of lower limbs 

Tyrrhet's disease 

cf. opium - can't feel pain; high pain threshold. 

High THIRST, esp. for acid drinks, lemonade 

Both men and women tend to put hands on genitals 
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